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Agenda 

• Consumer Voice 

 

• Embrace Feedback 

 

• Take Control – Reputation Management 

 

• Paint Your Picture – Leveraging Reviews 

 



Become a Customer Company: 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wTE3k0GqTg&feature=youtube_gdata 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wTE3k0GqTg&feature=youtube_gdata


There is a dedicated channel for 

everything 



Facebook integration – Cities 

I’ve visited 

People have used 

CIV 

Pins have been placed 



Local Personalization 



Local Personalization 



VRMA understands the value of 

recommendations from people we know 



MORE 
THAN HALF 
say they write reviews 

because they feel like they 

are a part of the TripAdvisor 

travel social community 

Source: PhoCusWright’s “Custom Survey Research Engagement,” prepared for TripAdvisor. September 2012.  



72% 
of travelers trust reviews 

as much as personal 

recommendations 

Source: PhoCusWright’s “Custom Survey Research Engagement,” prepared for TripAdvisor. September 2012.  



Source: PhoCusWright’s “Custom Survey Research Engagement,” prepared for TripAdvisor. September 2012.  

Reviews influence traveler decisions 

11 

of travelers usually or 

always reference hotel 

reviews before making 

their selection  

81%  
of travelers say they 

will not book a hotel 

that doesn’t have 

any reviews 

53%  



Crowd-sourcing: your new report card 

Source: Demandforce and Column Five, October 2012 

 



More Reviews = More Bookings 



How many  

reviews do you   

need to read     

before  

you trust a  

business? 

65% of responders read 

2-10 reviews 

Only 7% read more 
than 20 reviews 

Sources:searchengineland.com 



FlipKey reviews are largely 

positive 

Source: TripAdvisor. Percentage of all ratings, December 2012 

65% 

23% 

7% 

2% 

1% 

88%  
of reviews are 4 or 5 

stars 



only 

5% 
of travelers say they focus more on 

negative reviews to check for 

hotels/pitfalls to avoid 

Source: PhoCusWright’s “Custom Survey Research Engagement,” prepared for TripAdvisor. September 2012.  



EMBRACE 
FEEDBACK 



47% 

Source: How do managers use reviews; FlipKey, 2013 

of vacation rental managers 

ask guests to submit an online 

review 



How important is it to you that your 

staff monitors and responds to online 

user review sites? 

Source: Hotel Management Voice of the GM Annual Survey, 2012 



of hotel general managers 

surveyed said it is ‘important’ 

or ‘very important’ 
90% 

Source: Hotel Management Voice of the GM Annual Survey, 2012 

of hotel general managers 

surveyed said it is ‘important’ 

or ‘very important’ 
90% 



 

of vacation rental managers 

surveyed said it is ‘very 

important’ 
37% 

Source: How Managers are using Reviews; FlipKey Survey, 2013 



“I get the review alert every day, even if I’m 

on holiday. It’s an additional pair of ears and 

eyes for me. The main purpose of success 

is really, what does the customer think of 

us? At the end of the day, how do they rate 

us? And when we see how  

highly we ranked, that’s  

a great sort of endorsement  

to my team.”  

Richard Hatter, General Manager,  

Hotel ICON 

 



What are you doing with your reviews? 

Who in your office: 

• Reads them? 

• Responds? 

• Shares them? 

• Coordinates 

improvements? 

If you don’t already  

have one, develop a 

Reputation 

Management Plan 



TAKE CONTROL 



“We have started responding to reviews. 

Originally we didn’t do that, but one of my guests 

pointed out to me that if you do respond, not only 

is it nice for the guest to see you’ve responded to 

them, but it allows other people to see there’s a 

person behind the business, rather than just a 

blank website. It shows that you care and 

appreciate the reviews.” 

Sue Thompson, Owner,  

Six Brunton Place Guest House 



Reputation Management Matters 



Source: “How important are reviews?” Olery, 2012 

 

of vacation rental managers 

respond to reviews 

37% 



• Respond quickly 
 

• Thank the guest for 
leaving the review 

 

• Highlight the positives 
‘most guests….’ 

 

• Address issues directly 
 

• Reiterate that all feedback 
is important 
 

• Encourage guest to return 

 

 

Responding 

Helps! 
57% of travelers said 

seeing a manager 

response makes them 

more likely to book 

General Tips for writing 

a Management 

Response 

Source: PhoCusWright on behalf of TripAdvisor, “2012  

Custom Survey Research Engagement.” September 2012. 



Example: 



How to respond to a negative review 



of travelers said an aggressive or 

defensive response to a bad review 

makes them less likely to book 

65% 



Some things are better left unsaid… 

TIP: Keep your response 

friendly and professional. 

Refrain from appearing 

hostile.  



Use reviews to set future expectations… 

TIP: If you can fix something 

while the guest is still in-

house, do it!  Set the 

precedent so future guests 

will contact you.  



Showcase recent improvements to a 

home… 

TIP: Update reviews when 

improvements have been 

made.  



When asked, “do you have examples of 

how guest feedback has changed 

something within your business?” 

“Guest feedback helps us 

address maintenance needs 

that the guest did not inform us 

of during their stay.” 

“Check-in procedures have 

improved and most importantly 

how our operational team works 

in the field.” 

“It makes our agents and 

owners accountable. The 

service level of our staff 

on the ground has also 

improved dramatically.” 

“…We used the reviews to prove to our 

operations department that we needed to 

be providing washing machine detergent, 

something we were not previously 

providing. The guests were clear that it was 

an issue to buy detergent for just one or two 

loads.”  



When asked, “what is the most helpful 

aspect of guest reviews?” 

“Owners putting money back 

into the property to keep up the 

quality. New client’s confidence 

to book with us (based on 

positive reviews).” 

 

“Feedback on 

our service and 

product.”  

“It´s wonderful to have the guests 

feedback and be able to answer it 

so we can improve our service 

and minor aspects at the 

apartments that we do not realize 

need attention.” 

“It’s good to get the insight 

of the property, the unit as 

well as the complex, from 

the guests perspective. 

Everything from the ski 

access to how many 

kitchen towels should be 

provided.”  



We asked vacation rental managers, “what 

aspects of your business have been 

affected by guest reviews?” 

saw a lift in 

conversion 

saw improved 

owner relations 

were able to make 

property 

improvements 

saw changes in 

staff behavior 



PAINT YOUR PICTURE 



Reviews on 

your listing 

pages increase 

consumer 

confidence 

more than 50% 

#1  New Guest Acquisition 



#2 New Owner Acquisition & Retention 



#3 Customer Retention 

Mickey Drexler and the importance of customer service: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6lfC38NY4-E 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6lfC38NY4-E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6lfC38NY4-E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6lfC38NY4-E


#4 Take Online Reviews Offline…and 

back 



  Questions? 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Bryan Goodwin 
   bgoodwin@flipkey.com 
   617.849.8872 
      

Thank 

you for 

coming!  

mailto:bgoodwin@flipkey.com
mailto:bgoodwin@flipkey.com


IE sucks…less: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DiEWdXsS2DM 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DiEWdXsS2DM

